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ABSTRACT

The nucles.tion rate of n, system in a metastable state coupled to an

oscillator bath is considered. It is shawn that for a weak coupling and

small oscillator frequencies the nucleation rate increases.

Activated rate processes play an irnpurtant role in many physical and

chemical systems. One is interested in the nucleation and decay rates of the

metastable states under various conditions [li. In the theury of nueleation

the main driving force is the random Interaction with the thermal bath \_2\.

Various other factors such as velocity dependent dissijiative forces [3,**],

hydrodynamie effects [5], critical slowing down [€] , have also teen considered.

In this paper, we consider a system coupled to an oscillator bath of a frequency

m in addition to the normal random interaction with the thermal bath. The

coupling is such that the system can exchange an energy u with the oscillator

bath vith some probability distribution for the exchange rate. One of the

realizations of such a system Is the nucleation process for a first order phase

transition in a two dimensional system [7,8], The two dimensional system can be

coupled to the substrate whereby an energy exchange peaked at the natural local

modes of the substrate is possible.

The treatment that we use follows closely the one used by Langer [2] for

the decay of metastable states at finite temperatures. We will work with the

frequency value u << kT, The time development of the distribution function

pf{Ti},t) can be written as [9]

st

The first two terms on the right-hand side were used "by Langer [2] to develop his

theory of the decay of metastatle state. The last term represents the effect of

coupling to the oscillator bath and can be written as

(2)
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where P (In).{n'}) is the rate at which the oscillator bath induces transitions

from the configuration {n'} to the configuration {n} of the system. Following

the argument of Lander we assume that the oscillator bath interacts with each

element r\ of the configuration separately. Thus we can write,

pc{iH (in>iri
(3)
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where R 1= the transition rate for the i element, all the other elements

remaining unaltered. Assuming that the oscillator bath Is always In equilibrium

prior to each interaction with the system, the transition rate R, can be written

"vn-
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vhere m and m' denote the number of modes of the oscillator bath and e (m]

ir(n') the corresponding energies. Z is the partition function of the oscillator

bath. The transition rate T is decided by the detailed transition rate between

states m,i, and m' ,n' -

Taking the coupling between the system and oscillator hath to be weaX, we

assume that only one quantum of energy us can he exchanged at a time. Hence, we

have

% X 1 ,
(5)

Working in the limit u « kX, we can expand the bracket on the right-hand side

of Eq.CBJ, giving us

1 - V - - . 1- ,
(9)

2-
(10)

Using Eqs.(l) and (9) and Eqs.(2.l6) and (2.17) of Ref.[2] we can write the

continuity equation for the distribution function p as

( U )

iwhere J Is the i component of the probability current density and is given

by

7.
A

(12)

We further assume that for only one quantum of energy exchange and ut << kT, the

transition rate T Is independent of m and m'. Thus, Kq.fh) can be written

{ •

with

Tff
(13)

where T. Is symmetric in (n) and IT)'} i- given by

Usinp; Eqs.(2), (3) and (<i] we get

mimii
"

(8)

To obtain nucleation rate I from Eq_s.(l].) and (12), we directly use

the result of Lander [2];

I

where the only quantity which changes due to the parameter T. arising from

the coupling, to the oscillator bath is K which is Riven by the solution of

the eigenvalue problem;

(15)



Here, X are the coefficients obtained in the expansion of tT\e energy 7,{r\]

about the saddle point energy E with configuration {p}:

- £ r -y. P. A,, ?
z- jr. /

(16)

where £. are the principal-axis coordinates, related to V s through the

orthogonal transformation V

(IT)

The matrix 0 . Is the matrix 0 . in the ^-representation and is Riven by
nn' nn "

Q • 0 -,/ (18)

The prime In the summation of Eq.(l53 Indicates that \ = 0 eigenvalue i s

omitted.

The effect of o s c i l l a t o r hath on the nucleation ra te can be obtained

from Flqs.dUh (15) snd flfl). To get an idea of the effect consider the weak

coupling case , i , e . T , << M , . Ouantities K and U in ¥,qt(l5) can be
nn nn n

exranded in orders of T" , as
nn'

K ~ K° 1 K' i•

(19)

where K O and U° are zeroeth order terms obtained in the absence of the
n

oscillator bath. Using the standard procedure of the perturbation theory we

Ret the first order correction to the eigenvalue K° as
/

K , - •

Since the elements T , are obtained from the transition rates T, of Eq.

which are -positive quantities, the numerator of Eci.(2o) is a positive quantity

The denominator of En.(HO) is shown to be equal to 7/kT in Ref.[2] where Y

is a negative quantity. Thus, K' < 0. Also ve have K° < 0 [2], Hence, the

absolute value of the eigenvalue K increases fl.ue to the coupling to the

oscillator bath and consequently there is an Increase of the nucleation rate.
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